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Abstract
This paper presents the work on crosslingual and bilingual 
speech recognition carried out with SpeechDat databases for 
Czech and Slovak language. The work follows the MASPER 
initiative that was formed as a part of the COST 278 Action. 
In crosslingual experiments the expert-driven and the data-
driven approaches were used for transferring monolingual 
source acoustic models to a target language. The results’ 
analysis showed that the crosslingual Czech/Slovak speech 
recognition performance outperforms the results got in 
MASPER initiative for other target languages and that 
similarities between source and target language have a 
significant influence on the performance. Consecutively a 
bilingual Czech/Slovak recognition experiment with linked 
SpeechDat-CZ/SK was performed. The positive results 
indicate possibility to share Czech and Slovak speech 
databases for training bilingual and monolingual acoustic 
models.

1. Introduction
The development of speech recognition systems for real life 
applications increases the demand for speech databases in 
different languages. As the costs of generating a new or 
extending an existing speech database can be very high, one 
possibility is to transfer the existing acoustic models from 
source language to a target language without creating speech 
database in the target language (crosslingual speech 
recognition) and/or to share databases of several languages 
for creating common multilingual acoustic models. The 
importance of crosslingual and multilingual speech 
recognition grows especially in multi-cultural Europe with 
many languages used in parallel. 

In the frame of the COST 249 Action “Continuous speech 
recognition over the telephone” a multilingual reference 
recognizer (REFREC) was developed [2] which involves an 
automated procedure for creating a set of acoustic HMM 
models from the SpeechDat (II) databases using the language-
dependent knowledge embedded in the database.

Inside the COST 278 Action ”Spoken Language 
Interaction in Telecommunications” established MASPER 
initiative addresses the multilingual and crosslingual speech 
recognition <http://masper.uni-mb.si/>. The achieved results 
showed that the language similarity has significant influence 
on crosslingual speech recognition results [4]. 

Slovak (SK) and Czech (CZ) belong to the family of 
Slavic languages. Both languages are mutually 
comprehensible and most literate Czechs and Slovaks are able 
to read in both languages or conduct a conversation each 
speaking his/her own language without any difficulty. 
Though the SK and CZ SpeechDat-E databases are the largest 

spoken language telephone resources for both languages ever 
recorded, they belongs to the smaller speech data collections 
made available by the SpeechDat-E project 
<http://www.speechdat.org/>. In this paper a set of 
“MASPER compatible” monolingual, crosslingual and 
bilingual speech recognition experiments with Czech and 
Slovak SpeechDat-E [3] databases will be presented. The goal 
is to analyze the possibility to share Czech and Slovak speech 
data for building monolingual and bilingual acoustic models 
for speech recognition systems as well. 

The paper is organized as follows. The setup of 
monolingual speech recognition system and results of SK and 
CZ monolingual experiments are presented in Section 2. 
Results of crosslingual experiments are described in Section 3 
and Czech/Slovak bilingual speech recognition performance 
is introduced in Section 4. Conclusions are discussed in 
Section 5. 

2. Monolingual speech recognition 

2.1. Czech/Slovak phonetic units in SAMPA 

Comparing to English, Czech and Slovak are easier to read 
correctly, because, taking diacritics into account, every letter 
is read and usually always pronounced the same way. Both 
languages preserve the common Slavic contrast between short 
and long vowels (referring to the length of the vowel's sound), 
with the long vowels represented in writing by an acute 
accent mark. Slovak also has developed a set of diphthongs 
(ia, ie, iu, ou, and uo – the latter written as ô) that function as 
long vowels. The sounds r and l function as either consonants 
or vowels; as vowels, they can be either long or short. Slovak 
shares with the Czech language the spelling of the consonants 
, š, and ž, pronounced ch, sh, and zh, respectively. The 

Slovak language has gained the soft dental consonants , , ,
and , but comparing to Czech lacks a soft .

Slovak SAMPA alphabet created for phonetic 
transcription of SpeechDat-E corpus [3] defines 51 phonetic 
units (43 phonemes and 8 allophones).

SAMPA alphabet for Czech defines 45 phonetic units – 
42 native phonemes and allophones and 3 phonemes, 
describing vowels in the most frequent foreign names. These 
were replaced by nearest Czech ones in our experiment. 

Both alphabets have 38 phonemes that can be considered 
phonetically identical. In SAMPA 33 of them are described 
by identical symbols (a, e, o, s, i, t, r, n, v, m, c, d, p, l, J\, k, 
u, S, a:, i:, j, J, z, b, e:, u:, x, Z, f, g, o:, F, N) and 5 of them 
use different symbols (h – h\, ts – t_S, tS – t_S, dz – d_z, dZ – 
d_Z). Thirteen Slovak symbols don’t have an equivalent in 
Czech SAMPA (diphthongs i_^a, i_^e, i_^u, u_^o, long 
consonants l=:, r=:, palatalized L  and allophones i_^, u_^,
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l=, r=, N\, w) and 4 symbols from Czech alphabet don’t have 
equivalent in Slovak SAMPA (diphthongs a_u, e_u, o_u, and 
P\ - soft r). 

2.2. Monolingual speech recognition setup 

To evaluate a pure Slovak and Czech speech recognizers, that 
served as reference ones for crosslingual and bilingual 
experiments, monolingual speech recognizers were needed. 
They are important also to build source acoustic models used 
in crosslingual experiments.

Monolingual SK/CZ speech recognizers follow 
REFREC 0.96 training and testing procedure [1], which is 
based on HTK Toolkit. Decision-tree state clustered, word-
internal context-dependent phonetic HMMs (triphones) were 
trained from orthographic (word-level) transcriptions using a 
pronunciation lexicon and a “flat start” boot-strapping 
procedure.

The acoustic features were conventional 39-dimensional 
MFCCs, including energy and first and second order deltas. 
Conventional 3-state left-to-right HMMs with no skip 
transitions for every phoneme was used. Distribution of 
speech parameters in acoustic space is modeled by continuous 
Gaussian mixtures, re-estimated up to 32 components.

Training procedures were fully language independent 
with language specific mapping of rare phonemes and 
specifying of phonetic broad classes for both languages. In 
details the procedures are described in [1] an [4]. Statistics of 
training process for SpeechDat-E SK and CZ is shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1: Training statistics for SpeechDat-E SK/CZ 
in monolingual setup 

Number of SK CZ
Sessions (speaker recordings) 800 800
Training utterances 32 855 36 449 
Lexicon words 14 907 19 313 
Lexicon pronunciations 14 909 20 114 
Triphones in training set 9 121 9 675 
Triphones in lexicon 9 417 10 102 
States before clustering 27 390 29 031 
States after clustering  3 666 4 254 
Clustering reduction 13.4% 14.7%

Table 2: Test statistics for SpeechDat-E SK/CZ 
in monolingual setup 

vocabulary size 
average word 

length in 
phonemes

number of 
tested

utterancesTe
st

SK CZ SK CZ SK CZ
A 30 29 7.47 7.28 1166 1089
I 10 10 4.10 4.30 186 179
Q 2 2 2.50 2.50 340 319
O 1794 1776 9.57 11.41 1152 1084
W 2586 1939 7.13 8.29 784 729
BC 10 10 4.10 4.30 788 421

For both languages, speech recognizers in monolingual 
setup were evaluated on six different test scenarios, as 
specified in SpeechDat [3]: applications words (A), isolated 
digits (I), yes/no answers (Q), own names (O), phonetically 
rich words (W), connected digits (BC). Testing statistics is 
shown in Table 2. The simplest test set had only 2 words in 
vocabulary, the most difficult one 2586 words.  

2.3. Monolingual speech recognition results 

The word error rates (WER) for the six test scenarios and 
both languages are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Monolingual Slovak and Czech speech 
recognition performance 

WER (Word Error Rate) [%] 
A I Q O W BC avg.

SK 0.43 0.54 0.00 8.16 10.46 1.32 3.49
CZ 0.94 2.55 0.57 8.13 7.18 1.92 3.55

As it can be seen from Table 3, the average WER is 
comparable for both languages. WER within one language for 
each individual test scenario strongly depends from the 
vocabulary size. This dependency is also comparable for both 
languages - WER is the lowest for test with the smallest 
vocabulary (Q) and the highest for test with the biggest 
vocabulary (W). The results are in accord with the results as 
accomplished for other languages in [1], [2]. 

3. Crosslingual speech recognition 
Crosslingual CZ-SK speech recognition experiments followed 
recommendations taken by MASPER initiative, special 
interest group (SIG) on multilingual and crosslingual speech 
recognition formed as a part of COST 278 Action 
<http://cost278.org/>. Expert based and data driven mapping 
between source and target language were used. 

3.1. Expert driven approach 

The first approach is based on comparison of the acoustic-
phonetic properties of the phonemes of both languages as 
defined in the IPA table. For each phoneme in the target 
language an equivalent phoneme in the source language with 
the same IPA symbol is picked up. If the IPA equivalent 
doesn’t exist, the most similar phoneme according to the IPA 
scheme is used. The ratio of equivalent phonemes depends on 
the similarity of languages and on the number of phonemes 
defined for each language. IPA method can be applied 
without any speech material in the target language but expert 
knowledge is needed and also subjective influence can be 
introduced by the expert.  

3.2. Data driven approach 

Phoneme confusion matrix is the second approach for 
phonemes mapping between source and target language [4]. 
Here the phoneme recognizer is used to recognize target 
speech with source acoustic models. The recognized 
sequences of source phonemes are aligned to the reference 
sequences of the target phonemes. The output of this 
alignment is arranged into the phoneme confusion matrix. For 
each target phoneme a corresponding phoneme is chosen. 



Selected criterion is the highest count of phoneme confusions. 
If there are more source phonemes with the same count of 
confusions, decision is left on expert. 

3.3. Crosslingual experiments 

The main goal of these experiments was to confirm an 
assumption of exceptional similarity of CZ and SK acoustic 
models in comparison with other languages. Two sets of 
CZ/SK crosslingual experiments were done:
1. SK monolingual source acoustic models were ported 

to target CZ language
2. CZ monolingual source acoustic models were ported 

to target SK language
Full sets of SAMPA phonetic units were mapped with expert 
and data driven methods for both languages in both 
experiments.

3.3.1. Czech crosslingual recognition with Slovak acoustic 
models

Slovak monolingual source acoustic models were ported to 
target Czech language. First we searched IPA table to find 
equivalents for 42 Czech phonemes in set of 51 Slovak 
phonemes as defined in SAMPA. 38 of them had exact 
equivalent, diphthongs au (a_u), eu (e_u), ou (o_u) were 
mapped to pairs of corresponding vowels, and soft  (P\) was 
mapped to Slovak ž (Z).

Next in data driven method we got confusion matrix to 
find the best candidate in Slovak SAMPA phoneme for each 
Czech SAMPA phoneme. In comparison to expert driven 
method we got only minor changes in this case. The first 
difference was that diphthongs au (a_u), eu (e_u), ou (o_u)
were confused with single vowel. This is known limitation of 
data driven method. Next differences regarded to long vowel 
ú (u:), which was confused with short vowel u and phoneme j
was confused with allophone i_^.

The results for crosslingual recognition of Czech 
language with Slovak acoustic models for both approaches 
are summarized in Table 4.  

Table 4: Expert and data driven method in Czech 
crosslingual speech recognition with Slovak source 

acoustic models 

WER (Word Error Rate) [%] 
SK to CZ  

A I Q O W B avg.
Expert 2.11 7.26 1.25 12.22 15.08 8.90 7.80 

Data 2.20 13.41 1.25 18.80 21.72 14.68 12.01

Table 4 confirms the assumption that the expert driven 
mapping over performs the data driven approach. Also the 
worse results as in the case of CZ monolingual system were 
expected (see Table 3). Interesting is worse performance of 
I test (isolated digits), what relates with unusual acoustic-
phonetic context dependency in Czech digit 3 (t i).

3.3.2. Slovak crosslingual recognition with Czech acoustic 
models

Czech monolingual source acoustic models were ported to 
Slovak target language. In this case we searched equivalents 

for 51 Slovak SAMPA phonemes into the set of 42 Czech 
SAMPA phonemes.

In IPA approach 38 Slovak phonemes were mapped 
directly to Czech equivalents again, Slovak diphthongs were 
mapped to pairs of equivalent Czech phonemes (i_^a –> j a,
i_^e -> j e, i_^u –> j u, u_^o –> u o) and the rest of Slovak 
allophones were mapped to most similar Czech phonemes. 

Data driven mapping resulted in 8 differences in 
comparison to IPA approach. Again diphthongs were due to 
limitations of this method mapped to single phoneme.

The results for crosslingual recognition of Slovak 
language with Czech acoustic models are summarized in 
Table 5. Conclusion is similar as in the opposite case 
excluding I test, where the recognition error was spread on 
more Slovak digits. 

Table 5: Expert and data driven method in Slovak 
crosslingual speech recognition with Czech source 

acoustic models 

WER (Word Error Rate) [%] 
CZ to SK

A I Q O W B avg.
Expert 2.51 8.28 0.33 8.97 17.93 6.50 7.42
Data 2.79 8.28 5.61 11.04 24.41 6.50 9.77

3.3.3. Comparison to other languages 

Within MASPER initiative crosslingual experiments with the 
other two target languages were done – Hungarian and 
Slovenian [5]. Table 6 summarizes speech recognition 
performance of Czech, Hungarian and Slovenian language 
with Slovak monolingual acoustic models and IPA mapping 
approach.

Table 6: Czech, Slovenian and Hungarian crosslingual 
speech recognition performance based on Slovak 

acoustic models 

WER (Word Error Rate) [%] Targ.
lang. A I Q O W B avg.
CZ 2.11 7.26 1.25 12.22 15.08 8.90 7.80 

HU 9.35 15.68 1.71 17.31 31.69 18.55 15.72 

SI 19.35 16.58 1.16 27.32 39.39 23.06 21.14 

The results’ analysis shows that the performance of 
crosslingual Czech speech recognition outperforms the results 
got in MASPER initiative for other two languages and that 
similarities between source and target language have a 
significant influence on the performance.  

Relatively surprising is the worse Slovenian speech 
recognition in comparison with Hungarian language, even 
though Slovenian and Slovak belong to group of Slavic 
languages. It can relate with more detail acoustic-phonetic 
description of Hungarian (68 HU phonemes, 39 SI), some 
“fine tuning” of IPA mapping HU to SK on the basis of 
confusion matrix  and the highest noise level found in the 
Slovenian SpeechDat(II) test set [4].  



4. Bilingual SK-CZ speech recognition  
Crosslingual experiments for SK and CZ showed that acoustic 
models of source language can be used for recognition of 
target language principally for both languages, although an 
average error rate increased twice and particularly more than 
twice in rather frequent digits recognition task. One reason 
resides in fact, that monolingual triphone models of source 
language don’t cover enough all acoustic-phonetic 
dependencies in target language. The other reason we see in 
not adequate coverage of acoustic-phonetic properties of both 
languages due to relatively small amount of monolingual 
speech data. With respect to good acoustic-phonetic similarity 
of Czech and Slovak language the better solution could be to 
train bilingual acoustic models with Czech and Slovak speech 
data linked together.

For this task common “bilingual” SAMPA was created by 
mapping and putting together phonemes of both languages. 
IPA approach was applied only. The resulting SAMPA 
contains 55 phonemes with full set of 51 Slovak phonemes, 
supplemented with 4 Czech phonemes (3 diphthongs, soft r) 
don’t having Slovak equivalent. Remaining Czech phonemes 
were mapped to Slovak ones. 

Table 7 summarizes the training statistics concerning 
number of triphones and HMM states as trained in 
monolingual and bilingual case for both languages. As we can 
see in the Table, blowing-up of HMM states after clustering is 
72.2% for SK and 48.4% for CZ in comparison to 
monolingual case.

Table 7: Comparison of training statistics for 
monolingual and bilingual CZ - SK recognition 

Number of  SK CZ SK-CZ
Triphones in training set           9121 9675 13579
Triphones in lexicon                 9417 10102 14119
HMM states before clustering 27390 29031 40761
HMM states after clustering 3666 4254 6313

Table 8: Slovak and Czech speech recognition 
performance based on bilingual acoustic models 

WER (Word Error Rate) [%] Lang. 
A I Q O W B avg. 

SK 0.43 0.54 0.00 6.94 10.71 1.81 3.41 

CZ 0,34 3,06 0,00 8,69 6,91 1,94 3,49 

The results for recognition of Slovak and Czech language 
with bilingual acoustic models are summarized in Table 8. 
We can see, that average speech recognition performance 
with bilingual acoustic models is rather similar for both 
languages and a somewhat better in comparison to 
monolingual case (see Table 3).

An additional reducing of common SAMPA by mapping 
of allophones and Czech diphthongs to the most similar 
phonemes and pairs of vowels respectively brought further 
slight decreasing of WER (to 3.29% for SK and 3.13% for 
CZ) along with number of states (by about 5%). Triphones 
used for acoustic modeling implicitly model coarticulation 
effect sufficiently so there is not necessary to consider 
allophones and Czech diphthongs distinctively. On the 

opposite site Slovak diphthongs couldn’t be mapped into pairs 
of vowels as their acoustic-phonetic dependency within words 
is stronger.

5. Conclusions
A set of monolingual, crosslingual and bilingual speech 
recognition experiments with Czech and Slovak SpeechDat-E 
databases were presented in the paper. The work followed the 
MASPER initiative that was formed as a part of the COST 
278 Action.

Due to particular acoustic-phonetic similarity between 
Czech and Slovak language the Czech/Slovak crosslingual 
speech recognition performance was noticeably better as for 
other languages. Bilingual speech recognition experiments 
with joint Slovak/Czech SpeechDat-E databases and expert-
based phonemes mapping showed recognition performance 
fully comparable to monolingual case for both languages. The 
positive results indicate a possibility to share Czech and 
Slovak speech data for training bilingual acoustic models 
usable in Slovak and Czech language as well. 
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